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No SAPS meetings are currently scheduled.

The Glory of the Garden
Although he wrote many poems, I usually think of Kipling as the author of
the Just So Stories and only rarely as a poet. I am trying to expand my
mind and correct this perception.
In this poem he captured the essence of gardens and the multitude of
chores and abilities that it takes to have a successful garden. Those
same chores and abilities are just as necessary if a civilization is to be
maintained.

The Glory of the Garden
by Rudyard Kipling

Our England is a garden that is full of stately views,
Of borders, beds and shrubberies and lawns and avenues,
With statues on the terraces and peacocks strutting by;
But the Glory of the Garden lies in more than meets the eye.
For where the old thick laurels grow, along the thin red wall,
You'll find the tool- and potting-sheds which are the heart of all
The cold-frames and the hot-houses, the dung-pits and the tanks,
The rollers, carts, and drain-pipes, with the barrows and the planks.
And there you'll see the gardeners, the men and 'prentice boys
Told off to do as they are bid and do it without noise
For, except when seeds are planted and we shout to scare the birds,
The Glory of the Garden it abideth not in words.
And some can pot begonias and some can bud a rose,
And some are hardly fit to trust with anything that grows ;
But they can roll and trim the lawns and sift the sand and loam,
For the Glory of the Garden occupieth all who come.
Our England is a garden, and such gardens are not made
By singing, "Oh, how beautiful," and sitting in the shade
While better men than we go out and start their working lives
At grubbing weeds from gravel-paths with broken dinner-knives.
There's not a pair of legs so thin, there's not a head so thick,
There's not a hand so weak and white, nor yet a heart so sick
But it can find some needful job that's crying to be done,
For the Glory of the Garden glorifieth every one.
Then seek your job with thankfulness and work till further orders,
If it's only netting strawberries or killing slugs on borders;
And when your back stops aching and your hands begin to harden,
You will find yourself a partner In the Glory of the Garden.
Oh, Adam was a gardener, and God who made him sees
That half a proper gardener's work is done upon his knees,
So when your work is finished, you can wash your hands and pray
For the Glory of the Garden that it may not pass away!

Upcoming Events?
An encouraging recent event - on Saturday May 30 Warriors’ Path State Park observed its annual Spring Day of
Caring. Social distancing and masks were required. Over 50 people showed up to prepare Darrell’s Dream, a
Boundless Playground, for limited re-opening. Of course it was an outdoor event in a very large area and those
who came showed the mutual respect that keeps us all safe, but people working apart yet together for a common
goal seems like a wonderful display of goodness.
Beginning June 1, Tennessee State Parks will allow park-hosted events for groups of 50 or less. Registration is
required for some events.
For events at Roan Mountain State Park, including Miller Farmstead Butterfly Walk on June 27 at 1 pm, see:
https://tnstateparks.com/parks/events/roan-mountain/#/?park=roan-mountain
For events at Warriors' Path State Park see: https://tnstateparks.com/parks/events/warriors-path/#/?park=warriorspath
Bays Mountain Park reopens its Nature Center and resumes some programming, both at limited capacity, June 1.
Park trails and the animal habitat areas are and have been open.

HELPING POLLINATORS
Contributed by Joy Moore

June 22-28, 2020 is National Pollinator Week! Thirteen years ago the U.S. Senate unanimously approved
the designation of a week in June as “National Pollinator Week” to draw attention to the need to address the
urgent issue of declining pollinator populations. Pollinator Week has now grown into an international celebration of the valuable ecosystem services provided by bees, birds, butterflies, bats
and beetles. Initiated and managed by Pollinator Partnership, Pollinator Week is a
time to celebrate pollinators and spread the word about what we can do to protect
them.
With pollinator populations declining at alarming rates worldwide, due to habitat
loss, pesticides, disease, climate change and other factors, we gardeners are in an
excellent position to help the pollinators. With just a few simple steps, we can create pollinator-friendly habitats around our homes:
Provide food. Use a wide variety of plants (annuals, perennials, trees, shrubs,
vines and groundcovers) with a succession of blooms from early spring through late fall. Select plants native to our region; they evolved with native pollinators and provide them with nectar and pollen. If you use
non-natives, avoid modern hybrid flowers, especially those with "double" flowers, and choose ones that
aren't invasive. Help pollinators find their favorites by planting in clumps, rather than single plants. Include
larval host plants in your landscape. Consider decreasing overall lawn area and replacing it with plantings
or a meadow strip.
Provide nesting sites. Leave a dead tree or an occasional dead limb for native bees. Other solitary bees
nest in bare patches of ground. Supply nesting materials like leaves, petals,
plant down, mud, water. You may wish to create artificial nesting sites, such as
bat houses or bee blocks. Relax - most native bee species aren’t aggressive
and generally ignore humans.
Provide shelter. Pollinators need shelter from predators, from the elements and
to rear their young. Groundcovers, hedgerows, rock piles, and perennial plants
can provide needed refuge. Don't be too neat. Leave dead leaves, cut plant
stems exposed and twigs and brush in small piles to serve as winter shelter for
pollinators. Maintain permanent plantings like a mixed border or hedgerow for
overwintering. Trees and shrubs can create a windbreak essential to butterflies; if carefully chosen, these
same trees can serve as host plants for some butterflies and moths.
Supply water both above and on the ground accessible to a variety of pollinators. A water garden, birdbath,
pond or creek will serve many pollinators. Insure the water sources have a shallow or sloping side or dry
areas created by placing rocks in the water so insects can drink without drowning.
Eliminate pesticides, even "green" ones. Many pesticides are especially dangerous for bees. If you must
use a pesticide, use the most selective, least-toxic and apply at night when most pollinators are inactive.
For lists of recommended plants for our region see: https://www.pollinator.org/guides

MOUNTAIN LAUREL
A Shrub Most Area Gardeners Forget To Plant
Contributed by Hugh Conlon

Mountain laurel (Kalmia latifolia) is a U.S. native broadleaf evergreen shrub (USDA hardiness zone 5 – 7(8)).
Whether you are hiking through area woodlands or driving through Biltmore Estates, flowering mountain laurels dominate the May-June landscape in Northeast Tennessee or Western North Carolina.
Mature shrub sizes range from 5 feet (dwarf cultivars) to 12 feet in height and spread.
Over the past 30 years, mountain laurels have so improved, thanks to the breeding efforts of Dr. Richard Jaynes*. He has released several dozen cultivars, including dwarf forms and very colorful flowers. Some favorite varieties include
‘Carol’, ‘Sarah’, ‘Tinkerbelle’, ’Bullseye’, ‘Minuet’, and ‘Olympic Fire’.
Flowers open over a two week period beginning in mid-May here in the Southern
Appalachian region (USDA hardiness zones 6 and 7). In the wild, mountain laurel tends to grow near a woodland clearing. In the garden, plant in a spot capturing partial day sunlight. Mountain laurel prospers a cool, moist, acidic (pH 6 or
below preferred), compost-rich well drained soil. Established shrubs tolerate
droughty soils after two years; otherwise, apply 2-3 inches of pine bark or pine needle mulch. Avoid exposure
to high wintry winds.
Pruning is best performed within a few weeks after flowering is finished. Prune to
shape, to limit shrub height and width, and to remove dead or diseased twigs and
branches. Feeding shrubs with an acidic water soluble fertilizer such as MiracleGro®, Hollytone® or Schultz® spurs new growth and flowering for next spring.
Mountain laurels tend to perform more reliably than rhododendrons. They grow poorly in poorly drained soils and are susceptible to lace bug damage on the spring/
summer foliage. Roots are susceptible to Phytophthora root rot. Worth repeating,
mountain laurels grow best on compost–rich acidic soil
*Dr. Richard Jaynes' book: "Kalmia: Mountain Laurel and Related Species", 3rd ed. (Timber Press). Used
copies available from Amazon Books online for under $20.

Native Plants for Tennessee
https://tynnativeplants.wordpress.com/

Sweet Pepperbush, Summersweet, Coastal Sweet Pepperbush
Clethra alnifolia

Grows in full sun to heavy shade but does best in light, dappled
shade; wet to medium moisture level; tolerates a wide range of soils
including sands and gravels, loamy sands, silt loams, peats, mucks
and heavy clays; very strongly acid to slightly acid pH.
5-10 feet height by 4-6 feet spread; blooms July-August; white flowers; seeds are globular capsules crowded in stiff upright spikes.
Growth Rate: Slow to medium
Maintenance: Low maintenance and easy to grow. No serious insect or disease problems. Damage by spider mites can be severe in
hot, dry locations.
Native Region: Only occurs in Coffee County
Designated a “Threatened Species” in Tennessee. Has attractive
white, bottle-brush like flowers, exfoliating bark and yellow-orange to
rich brown leaves in fall. Found naturally in wet woods, thickets,
marshes, swales and bogs, along lake and stream edges and near
rocks in water. Spreads slowly by rhizomes and forms thickets. Grows naturally in poorly drained moist soils where it will get
larger and produce more suckers. Difficult to transplant. Attracts
bees and butterflies; seeds are eaten by birds and small mammals. Cultivars are available.

Across the President’s Desk
By Earl Hockin

I imagine that almost everyone has read that
there has been an amazing increase in interest in
gardening during the Covid-19 pandemic. Obviously much of this interest has been directed towards creating food security by growing vegetables. Thus one way we can contribute to our
friends, family and community is by sharing our
knowledge of gardening and gardening resources. When I was gardening in the 1970s and
1980s, I was a fan of Steve Solomon who founded Territorial seeds and promoted what he labeled the “Complete Organic Fertilizer”

dent that over the next few years I will be able to
utilize this in my vegetable beds and also for our
ornamental plantings.
I was thinking the other day how much I am going
to miss touring gardens this year and then remembered that I had read an article about virtual
tours. Below are just 4 links that I found enjoyable, each one different from the others. I hope
that you find these inspiring.
https://www.southernliving.com/news/botanicalgardens-us-south-virtual-tours

http://www.growgreatvegetables.com/fertilizers/a https://thespaces.com/take-a-virtual-tour-ofbeautiful-botanical-gardens/
-great-organic-fertilizer-mix/
https://www.housebeautiful.com/uk/garden/
Recently, I discovered one of his more recent
g31913008/best-virtual-tours-garden/
books entitled The Intelligent Gardener. For
those wanting to increase their food security I
recommend this book. I found it rather surprising
that in this newer book he argues that simply using organic compost is insufficient because it is
lacking in certain nutrients. He acknowledges
that using compost is important but insufficient in
the long term. In the book he mentions some
sources of his organic fertilizer. I did some internet research and was able to purchase the basic
fertilizer from Seven Springs Farm in Virginia
(https://www.7springsfarm.com/) and the other
components by searching on the internet. Although I had to purchase a 50 lb bag I am confi-

https://www.seattletimes.com/life/lifestyle/10virtual-garden-tours-can-teach-entertain-andinspire/

Finally at this time it is still unclear how the pandemic caused by the Covid-19 virus will progress.
As we learn more and follow the CDC guidelines
we will be able to make decisions about our programs later in the summer and in the fall. We will
keep members informed through our webpage,
ww.saps.us, our Facebook page, using emails
and our newsletter.

OTHER VIRTUAL GARDEN TOURS
Jonesborough’s 24th Annual Garden Gala will shift to a Virtual Garden Tour for 2020. This year you can explore the most exclusive gardens of Tennessee's Oldest Town all from the luxury of your own home. The virtual garden tour will debut on Saturday, June 6, at 10 a.m. and can be found by searching Jonesborough Hidden Gardens on Facebook.
North Carolina Botanical Garden is hosting Carolina Moonlight Virtual Party on Saturday, June 6, at 7 – 8:30
pm, a night of guided garden tours, nature ballads, and inspiring flora legends. https://ncbg.unc.edu/event/
carolina-moonlight-garden-party-2/
NC Botanical Garden is also offering a series of podcasts, Plant Power: The Power of Plants in a Changing
Climate, featuring interviews with some of North Carolina’s finest naturalists about native plants and their connection with our changing climate. https://ncbg.unc.edu/about/newsroom/plant-power-podcast/

